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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Petition 0159/2006 by Ashley Binamungu (British), on behalf of ‘Brides without 
Borders’, concerning the right of foreign spouses to residence in the United Kingdom

1. Summary of petition

On behalf of the above organisation, the petitioner is seeking action by the European 
Parliament to ensure compliance by the British authorities with the provisions of Directive 
2004/38/EC on the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside 
freely within the territory of the Member States, indicating that the British authorities 
currently require foreign spouses to return to their countries of origin and seek residence 
permits from the British consular authorities there. The petitioner points out that, in many 
cases, the third countries in question are not safe, in addition to which, staying there for any 
length of time raises major practical and financial problems. Finally, she questions the logic 
of the provisions of the directive regarding the right to engage in gainful activity.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 27 June 2006. Information requested from the Commission under 
Rule 192(4).

3. Commission reply, received on 23 March 2007.

Facts

The petitioner, who is a British national acting on behalf of the above mentioned organization, 
indicates that the British authorities currently require foreign spouses whose applications for 
asylum have failed to return to their countries of origin and seek residence permits from the 
British Consular authorities there. She points out that, in many cases, the third countries in 
question are not safe, either for the spouse or for the EU citizen. In addition to that, seeking 
family reunification by accompanying temporarily or permanently their spouses to those third 
countries raises major legal, practical and financial problems.
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She bases her petition on Article 6 of the Treaty on European Union read together with the 
European Convention on Human Rights and the European Charter of Fundamental Rights. 
She refers to Articles 17 and 18 of the EC Treaty and to Directive 2004/38/EC of 29 April 
2004 on the right of citizens of the Union and their family members to move and reside freely 
within the territory of the Member States, and draws attention to the fact that this Directive 
grants more protection to other EU nationals´ right to family life than that offered to British 
nationals in the United Kingdom by national law.   

In Law

The regulation of the right to family reunification of EU citizens with their spouses in their 
own Member State, which is the subject of the petitioner's query, is the competence of that 
Member State.

Community law and, in particular, Directive 2004/38/EC of 29 April 2004 only applies when 
family reunification with their spouses is sought by EU citizens that exercise their right to 
move and reside freely in a Member State other than their own. Article 5 of this Directive 
provides that family members who are not nationals of a Member State shall only be required 
to have an entry visa in accordance with Regulation (EC) No 539/2001 or, where appropriate, 
with national law. Article 5 also provides that for the purposes of this Directive possession of 
the valid residence card referred to in Article 10 shall exempt such family members from the 
visa requirement and that Member States shall grant such persons every facility to obtain 
those visas which shall be issued free of charge and issued on the basis of an accelerated 
procedure. The entry visa shall be granted to such third country nationals only upon 
presentation of a valid passport, a document attesting the existence of the family relationship 
with the EU citizen, and, where appropriate, the registration certificate of the EU citizen 
whom they are accompanying or joining.

Conclusion

The Commission may therefore not intervene with regard to the conditions applicable under 
the United Kingdom's legislation on family reunification rights of EU citizens who, like the 
petitioner, have not made use of their right to free movement within the EU.

However, if she considers that her fundamental rights - as laid down in the European 
Convention on Fundamental rights - have been violated, she may, after the exhaustion of all 
domestic remedies, apply to the European Court of Human Rights for redress. 


